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Abstract: Fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) emerges as a powerful non-invasive imaging tool with the ability to resolve fluorescence signals from sources located deep in living tissues. Yet, the accuracy of FMT reconstruction depends on the deviation of the assumed optical properties from the actual values. In this work, we improved the accuracy of the initial optical properties required for FMT using a new-generation time-domain (TD) near-infrared optical tomography (NIROT) system, which effectively decouples scattering and absorption coefficients. We proposed a multimodal paradigm combining TD-NIROT and continuous-wave (CW) FMT. Both numerical simulation and experiments were performed on a heterogeneous phantom containing a fluorescent inclusion. The results demonstrate significant improvement in the FMT reconstruction by taking the NIROT-derived optical properties as prior information. The multimodal method is attractive for preclinical studies and tumor diagnostics since both functional and molecular information can be obtained.
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1. Introduction

Fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) copes with the highly scattering nature of living tissues and resolves fluorescence signals at a depth of several centimeters, making it a powerful non-invasive imaging tool for preclinical studies [1,2]. With the proper selection of clinically proved contrast agents, such as indocyanine green (ICG), FMT holds a promising future for clinical applications. Feasibility studies were reported in clinical fields including breast cancer diagnostics [3], screening finger synovitis [4], and image-guided surgery [5]. Apart from the influence of hardware factors such as detector sensitivity and laser stability [6], image reconstruction plays a pivotal role in determining spatial resolution, accuracy, and robustness of final tomographic images. The reconstruction algorithm of FMT consists of two steps, i.e., forward modeling for predicting the light propagation in biological tissue and inversion for recovering the fluorescence distribution from the acquired raw data [7]. For the first step, the diffusion equation (DE) is commonly used to describe the light propagation in highly turbid
media considering both absorption and scattering effects [8]. The DE can be solved by using either analytical methods by deriving the Green function [8] or numerical ways such as boundary element method (BEM) [9] and finite element method (FEM) [10]. More recently, Monte Carlo methods have been also applied in FMT reconstruction [11,12]. A comprehensive overview of inversion techniques may be found in reviews such as [7,13].

One of the most challenging problems associated with FMT reconstruction is that both forward modeling and subsequent inversion depend largely on the assumed optical properties [14]. The most straightforward way to address the problem is by assuming a homogeneous setting of optical properties, which in principle mimics the average optical values of tissue in-vivo. This method is typically used in the FMT reconstruction based on an analytical solution [1]. However, it is intuitive to foresee that the assumption of homogeneity can cause inaccuracy, especially when encountering a highly heterogeneous sample such as a mouse head. Normalized Born (nBorn) approximation, a widely accepted ratiometric method in FMT, normalizes fluorescence signal with respect to the signal at excitation wavelength [15]. nBorn approximation accounts for the heterogeneity of absorption to a certain degree but is less effective concerning the heterogeneity of scattering [14,16]. Optical properties may be attributed to specific tissues by combining FMT with another high-resolution imaging method, such as X-ray computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which serves as a structural reference [3,17–21]. The acquired structural image is segmented into different regions, each characterized by a specific property value. Nevertheless, two new issues arise with this multimodal imaging method: 1) The optical map is not directly correlated with the CT or MRI images. The segmentation based on those images does not capture the complexity of tissue, i.e., segmented regions still display heterogeneity. 2) there is no consensus in the literature on the true optical properties for different types of living tissues [22,23]. This disagreement can be found in both absorption and scattering coefficients [23]. Moreover, the intersubject variation of tissue-specific optical properties is considerable [22,24].

A more direct way to find the missing information is by estimating the optical parameters from near-infrared optical tomography (NIROT) (also referred to diffuse optical tomography, or DOT) [7,25]. Tan et al. have demonstrated that the NIROT-derived optical properties play a critical role in improving quantitative FMT using FEM-based reconstruction, with systematic simulation/phantom validation [26] and an in vivo pilot study on a tumor animal model [27]. The optical properties can be more accurately reconstructed using structural a priori information [28]. Ducros et al. use NIROT to derive a so-called optical inhomogeneity map, a modified version of the optical property, by considering both absorption and scattering coefficients. A two-step NIROT-FMT reconstruction strategy has been proposed to generate a more robust result in both simulation and phantom experiments [29]. All the reported NIROT-FMT methods so far were implemented only with the continuous-wave (CW) mode. However, in CW-NIROT, it is mathematically challenging to obtain both the values of absorption and scattering coefficients simultaneously [30]. Additional information to mere intensity measurement is required to unmix the absorption and scattering coefficients effectively. The time-domain method yields this additional information by providing measures for both the intensity and arrival time of photons. More interestingly, a more accurate depiction of optical properties not only improves FMT reconstruction but also provides additional functional information on hemodynamics and local blood oxygenation, relevant for characterizing the physiological state of the tissue. Those functional information are valuable for studies, e.g., brain functioning and cancer diagnostics [31,32].

Recently we have developed a new-generation TD-NIROT by integrating the state-of-the-art single-photon avalanche diodes (SPAD) camera with 116 ps time response [33]. The SPAD camera has 32 x 32 pixels with a fill factor of 28%, leading to an enormous number of 1024 TD detectors [34]. Compared to CW-NIROT and traditional TD-NIROT using bulky
photomultipliers, the new NIROT with SPAD technology provides more source-detector pairs and, consequently, more accurately recovered optical properties. It also enables non-contact measurements and is simple to integrate into other optical imaging modalities, such as FMT. In this work, we have developed a multimodal imaging strategy by using the novel TD-NIROT and a previously reported CW-FMT system [19,35]. Both NIROT and FMT measurements were conducted on a semitransparent cylindrical phantom with an optical heterogeneity and a fluorescent inclusion. FMT reconstruction using experimental and simulated datasets was performed under the assumption with several different sets of optical properties, including the NIROT-derived values. In the end, the resulted fluorescence signals were evaluated and compared using several quantitative metrics. The aim of that was to evaluate how a combination of FMT with TD-NIROT improves the reconstruction accuracy of FMT.

2. Methods

2.1. Theoretical background

Both NIROT and FMT work in the diffusive regime of light propagation. With photon density distribution $\phi(r, t)$ at position $r$ and time point $t$, it can be described by the time-dependent DE as below:

$$[-\nabla \cdot \kappa(r) \nabla + \mu_a(r) + \frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial}{\partial t}] \phi(r, t) = q(r, t) \quad r \in \Omega$$

(1)

with a boundary condition as:

$$\phi(r, t) + 2\zeta(c)\kappa(r) \frac{\partial \phi(r, t)}{\partial \nu} = 0 \quad r \in \partial \Omega$$

(2)

where $q$ is a source term caused by external illumination or internal fluorescence. The model parameters include absorption coefficient $\mu_a$, diffusion coefficient $\kappa = [3(\mu_a + \mu_s)^{-1}]$ with reduced scattering coefficient $\mu_s$, and speed of light $c$. The boundary condition contains the refractive index mismatch $\zeta$, the outward boundary normal $\partial \nu$.

In the case TD-NIROT, a pulsed laser source $q_{nirot}(r, t)$ is introduced and the resulted $\phi_{nirot}(r, t)$ can be solved by directly applying Eq. (1).

$$[-\nabla \cdot \kappa(r) \nabla + \mu_a(r) + \frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial}{\partial t}] \phi_{nirot}(r, t) = q_{nirot}(r, t)$$

(3)

On the other hand, our FMT utilizes CW laser without considering the time variable. A typical FMT experiment consists of coupled excitation and emission procedures, leading to the following paired DEs:

$$[-\nabla \cdot \kappa^{ex}(r) \nabla + \mu_a^{ex}(r)] \phi^{ex}_{fmt}(r) = q^{fmt}(r)$$

(4)

$$[-\nabla \cdot \kappa^{em}(r) \nabla + \mu_a^{em}(r)] \phi^{em}_{fmt}(r) = \eta C(r) \phi^{ex}_{fmt}(r)$$

(5)

Here, during the excitation phase Eq. (4), the source term on the right side of the equation denotes the CW light source, while for the emission phase Eq. (5), this term changes to the internal fluorescence given by the product of an efficiency constant $\eta$, unknown fluorescence concentration $C(r)$, and excited photon density $\phi^{ex}_{fmt}(r)$. In the following, we neglect the difference of $\mu_a$, $\mu_s$, and $\kappa$ for different wavelengths at excitation and emission phases.

The inverse problem can be solved by minimizing an objective function $\Psi_{mod}$ containing a term for discrepancy between measured and simulated data, and a regularization term:

$$\Psi_{mod}(x) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_i \left[y_{i,mod} - f_{i,mod}(x)\right]^2 + \tau R(x) \quad mod \in \{nirot, fmt\}$$

(6)

For different modalities, the definition of the unknown $x$, the detected value $y$, the forward model $f$ differs. In TD-NIROT, we aim at solving the 3D distribution of unknown optical scattering and
abosption coefficients, i.e. \( x = \{ \mu_a(r), \mu_s(r) \} \). The \( i \)th measurement value \( y_{i,\text{nirot}} \) is determined by the boundary photon density value \( \phi_{\text{nirot}}(r, t)|_{\partial \Omega} \) and the detector response. \( f_{i,\text{nirot}} \) is determined by the time-dependent DE (Eq. (3)). In the case of CW-FMT, the unknown is the spatial distribution of fluorescent dye, i.e. \( x = C(r) \). Measured \( y_{i,\text{fmt}} \) is a normalized value by taking the ratio of \( \phi_{\text{fmt}}(r, t)|_{\partial \Omega} \) between \( \phi_{\text{ex}}(r, t)|_{\partial \Omega} \), which is also associated with the detector response. \( f_{i,\text{fmt}} \) accounts for both excitation and emission phases of an FMT experiment, which are given by Eqs. (4) and (5) respectively. In both modalities, we applied Tikhonov regularization in \( \mathcal{R} \), tuned by a hyperparameter \( \tau \).

We discretize the forward model using a Galerkin FEM once the object is meshed into tetrahedral elements. In TD-NIROT, the time derivative term can be approximated by a finite-difference scheme. The details for FEM formulation and inversion are referred to [19].

For FMT, the dependency of \( y_{i,\text{fmt}} \) on the optical properties of tissue can be approximated [16]:

\[
y_{i,\text{fmt}} \propto \mu_s \exp(-\sqrt{3} \mu_a \mu_s R_{\text{corr}}) \tag{7}
\]

where \( R_{\text{corr}} \) is a correction parameter depending the locations of detector and light source. Equation (7) indicates that \( \mu_a \) and \( \mu_s \) have different weights to the measurement \( y \) and thus affect the final reconstruction quality unequally. We will investigate this problem by assigning different combinations of scattering and absorption coefficients in a series of reconstruction cases in section 2.4.

### 2.2. Phantom design, fabrication, and calibration

For both simulation and experiments, we have designed a cylindrical silicone phantom with heterogeneous optical properties (Fig. 1). The phantom has a radius of 30 mm and a height of 20 mm, with a dark block inclusion with a higher absorption coefficient and scattering coefficient similar to the surrounding material. We used material A to produce the bulk of the phantom and material B to produce the inner block. Both material A and B are based on the silicone matrix (Silpuran 2420, Wacker, Germany). We achieved different levels of absorption by applying various mixtures of added ink [36]. Material A contains carbon black powder for absorption and white pigment (RAL 9010, Wacker, Germany) for scattering, whereas material B includes additional ink (RAL 6004, Wacker, Germany) to enhance the absorption. Additionally, there is a tube passing through the center of the inner block that allows the injection of the fluorescence dye.

For validation purposes, we calibrated the optical properties of material A and B using frequency-domain near-infrared spectroscopy (Imagent, ISS Inc, US, IL). The spectroscopy utilized a self-calibrating probe [37] to measure absolute values of \( \mu_a \) and \( \mu_s \) at 4 wavelengths: 689, 725, 802 and 838 nm. Implementation of the self-calibrating method imposes certain limitations on the system arrangement since the method requires a semi-infinite homogeneous geometry of the object. Therefore, we cast two homogeneous phantoms with material A and B, respectively. These homogeneous phantoms were cast in a cylindrical shape (radius, 120 mm; height, 60 mm), thus been large enough to fulfill the semi-infinite boundary condition. As we will use cyanine 5.5 (Cy5.5) as the fluorescence dye with peak absorption at 680 nm and peak emission at 710 nm, we adopted the values measured at the wavelength of 689 nm. The calibrated values for absorption and scattering are \( \{0.0053, 0.97\} \) mm\(^{-1}\) for material A and \( \{0.033, 0.89\} \) mm\(^{-1}\) for material B.

### 2.3. Near-infrared optical tomography

The NIROT system (Fig. 2(a)) uses a supercontinuum laser (Fianium WL-SC-480-8, NKT, Denmark) as the illumination source, which is guided through a fiber switch (Laser Components, Germany) to 11 fibers [33]. These fibers are integrated into a customized source ring (radius,
Fig. 1. An optically heterogeneous phantom was fabricated by mixing silicone gel with carbon black and titanium dioxide to generate different levels of absorption and scattering (materials A & B). The phantom is cylindrical with a radius of 30 mm and a height of 20 mm. There is a dark block inclusion at 8.5 mm depth below the top surface. Fluorescent dye (red) is allowed to injected in the center the block for the FMT measurement.

22.5 mm) to be placed on the sample surface. The 32 x 32 SPAD camera is mounted on the source ring equipped with a transparent window and an ultra-wide lens (focal length, 1.7 mm; NA, 1.8; MY110M, Theia Technologies, Japan). The in-house-built SPAD camera is capable of capturing 224 M events/s and achieves a photon detection efficiency of about 7% at 710 nm wavelength [34]. The whole NIROT system covers 25 x 25 mm² field of view and is operated in a reflection mode, i.e., the illumination and detection placed on the same side. During the experiment, a pulsed laser at the wavelength of 689 nm was used, and for each source fiber, the measurement took approximately 50 s for each source, resulted in a total measurement time of 9 min. A FEM-based simulator is utilized to model the light transport [38]. The measured TD data was transformed into the frequency domain with MATLAB FFT function and sampled at several selected frequencies for image reconstruction where a Newton-like iterative process is taken to update the optical properties [39].

2.4. Fluorescence molecular tomography

We performed the FMT experiment with our in-house-built system (Fig. 2(b)). The system incorporates a 16-bit CCD camera (ANDOR, Belfast, Northern Ireland) with 1024 x 1024 pixels at a working temperature of -80 °C to reduce the dark noise. The CW illumination is generated by a solid-state laser (B&W Tek, Newark, USA) at a wavelength of 670 nm. The laser beam is further directed by a galvanometric driven mirror system (Scancube, ScanLab, Puchheim, Germany) to project it onto the phantom surface. We applied a transmission-mode FMT by illuminating the bottom of the phantom with 8 x 8 laser points and acquired the paired excitation and emission images from the top surface for each laser point. We chose the filters at wavelengths of 680 and 710 nm for excitation and emission images respectively.

For FMT reconstruction, we used a modular software platform (STIFT) [19] with integrated modular functions, including meshing (by calling iso2mesh [40]), forward modeling (by calling TOAST++ [41]), various inversion and visualization methods. According to the geometry of the cylindrical phantom, a tetrahedral mesh was generated for FEM modeling. The mesh contains 12230 nodes, 72823 tetrahedral elements, and 3484 surface triangular elements. Figure 3 shows the problem setting for reconstructing an experimental dataset. The detection plane
Fig. 2. (a) The TD-NIROT system incorporates an in-house-built 32 x 32 SPAD camera and 11 optical fibers for illumination. (b) The CW-FMT system uses a highly sensitive CCD camera for fluorescence detection and applies non-contact measurement in a transmission mode.

was resampled, forming a 41 x 41 detection array (blue patches). The positions of 8 x 8 laser sources were registered using a white-light image (Fig. 3, right) and attached to the mesh surface (red dots). A grid containing 29 x 29 x 11 voxels are used for reconstruction. The problem setting for simulated data reconstruction is identical to the setting above except that assigning the illumination points does not require registration with the white-light image.

To investigate the importance of introducing a correct map of optical properties for the final performance of FMT reconstruction, different combinations of scattering and absorption coefficients were used as the prior information for reconstruction. Table 1 indicates the reference of a specific optical property in different reconstruction tasks (C1-C5). The suffix of '-S' or '-E' denotes the dataset is obtained from simulations or real experiments. 'Calibration' means that the value is from calibrated values (see section 2.2). In the 'Estimation' case, both absorption and scattering coefficients were approximately twice as the values for material B, with \( \mu_a = 0.06 \text{ mm}^{-1} \) and \( \mu_s = 2 \text{ mm}^{-1} \). For C5-S/E, the values were obtained from TD-NIROT. For the inversion, the regularization parameter \( \tau \) was set to \( 5 \times 10^{-3} \). The maximum number of iterations was 100, with an error tolerance of \( 10^{-5} \). All codes were implemented with MATLAB (R2019a, MathWorks, US) on a computer with Intel core i7@ 2.60 GHz and RAM of 8.00 GB.
Fig. 3. The left image shows the basic problem setting for reconstructing an experimental dataset. A 41 x 41 virtual array was used for detection (blue patches), and a grid of 8 x 8 laser points for illumination (red dots). Pixels outside the sample surface were hidden. The right image shows the illumination points and the white-light image of the phantom, which was used for image registration.

Table 1. FMT reconstruction using different maps of optical properties (mm$^{-1}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$\mu_a$ Source</th>
<th>$\mu_{a,A}$</th>
<th>$\mu_{a,B}$</th>
<th>$\mu_s$ Source</th>
<th>$\mu_{s,A}$</th>
<th>$\mu_{s,B}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1-S/E</td>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2-S/E</td>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>Estimation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3-S/E</td>
<td>Estimation</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4-S/E</td>
<td>Estimation</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Estimation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5-S/E</td>
<td>TD-NIROT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>TD-NIROT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Evaluation

In order to analyze quantitatively the reconstruction results using different maps of optical properties, we adopted three widely used metrics: Mean square error (MSE), Dice similarity (Dice), and Contrast to noise ratio (CNR). We used those metrics to compare the reconstructed image $x$ and the ground truth $x^*$ after defining a region of interest (ROI), the set of entries that have intensity greater than a threshold, which we defined as half of the maximum intensity. $N$ denotes the dimension of $x$ and $x^*$. In other words, $\text{ROI}(x) = \{x_i : x_i > \frac{1}{2}\max\{x\}, i = 1, \ldots, N\}$. The three metrics are defined as follows:

- MSE describes the general deviation of the reconstruction result from the ground truth. A smaller MSE indicates less deviation from the ground truth, i.e. a better reconstruction
\[
\text{MSE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - x_i^*)^2 \tag{8}
\]

- Dice similarity between the reconstructed ROI and the true ROI measures the shape and location accuracy of the reconstructed image. The Dice value ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 representing a complete overlap between $x$ and $x^*$ (i.e., a perfection geometric reconstruction). Here, $|\cdot|$ denotes the cardinality of a set.
\[
\text{Dice} = \frac{2|\text{ROI}(x) \cap \text{ROI}(x^*)|}{|\text{ROI}(x)| + |\text{ROI}(x^*)|} \tag{9}
\]
• CNR expressed in decibels (dB) measures how well the reconstructed image is distinguished from the background noise:

\[
\text{CNR}(x) = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - \bar{x}_i)^2} \right)
\]

(10)

3. Results

3.1. Reconstructed optical properties from NIROT

Compared with CW-NIROT, TD-NIROT has the advantage to decouple both absorption and scattering coefficients without assuming either of them. In Fig. 4, xy-, yz-, and xz-planes for \(\mu_a\) and \(\mu_s\) are visualized at the cross position of (30,30,11) mm. Both optical properties reveal the heterogeneity introduced by the inclusion in the middle. The average recovered absorption inside the dashed line is approximately 3 times that of the surrounding, while the average scattering value is 1.2 times compared to the surrounding. Considering the system error caused by the instrument for calibration, the absolute values of NIROT-derived optical properties agree well with the calibrated values within an acceptable variation.

![Absorption map (NIROT)](image1)

![Scattering map (NIROT)](image2)

**Fig. 4.** Both absorption (a) and scattering (b) coefficients of the cylindrical phantom can be recovered via TD-NIROT. Three planes are visualized at the cross position of (30, 30, 11) mm for each coefficient. The dashed yellow lines indicate the true position of the dark block inclusion.

3.2. FMT reconstruction from simulated data

To understand the influence of loading different combinations of optical properties into the FMT reconstruction, we firstly conducted a numerical simulation. In the STIFT platform, we applied calibrated optical properties for the forward modeling and generated simulated measurement datasets for reconstruction. 5% noise level was added to the simulated measurement data. In the later step of inversion, we calculated a different weighting matrix for each case of reconstruction tasks (C1-C5), by using the specific combination of optical properties according to Table 1. In the following Fig. 5, all three planes of reconstructed fluorescence signals are displayed. Intuitively, C1-S (Fig. 5(b)) clearly shows the best result as it utilized the identical optical properties as the forward modeling. The reconstruction quality of C2/C3/C4-S (Figs. 5(c)–5(e)) is degraded because ‘wrong’ optical properties were used for reconstruction. Among these three cases, C2-S outperforms C3-S and C4-S, with a visually strong contrast of fluorescence signal at the correct
centered position of the phantom, although the signal is more blurred compared with C1-S. C5-S, which is reconstructed using NIROT-derived optical properties, shows significant improvement compared with C2/C3/C4-S and shares a similar visual quality with C1-S.

Fig. 5. The reconstructed fluorescence distributions from simulated data using different maps of optical properties (b-f) are compared with the ground truth (a). C1-S, C2/3/4-S, and C5-S show the reconstructed fluorescence signal from simulated data using calibrated, estimated, and NIROT-derived optical properties, respectively. A detailed explanation of applied optical maps can be referred to Table 1. Three planes are visualized at the cross position of (30, 30, 11) mm.

More detailed information derived from the reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 6, with its upper panel depicting the profiles along x-, y-, and z-axes and its lower panel showing metrics (CNR, Dice similarity, and MSE) for quantitatively evaluation of reconstruction performance. The profile drawings show that C1-S and C5-S localize the fluorescence signal more accurately than the remainder (Figs. 6(a)–6(c)). For all three quantitative metrics, C1-S achieves the leading score, closely followed by C5-S in each case (Figs. 6(d)–6(f)). For example, the CNR values for C1-S and C5-S are 46.7 and 39.0, respectively, which are much better than the remainder (C2-S, 26.7; C3-S, 10.5; C4-S, 11.6). For the geometrical evaluation, C1-S and C5-S score 0.491 and 0.462, which are more than half the value of the remainder. Putting aside C1-S and C5-S, we find that C2-S leads the ranking in both CNR and Dice similarity, which is in a good agreement with the visual validation in Fig. 5. In summary, both direct visualization of the reconstructed image and secondary analysis show that in the simulation case, reconstruction using NIROT-derived information (C5-S) achieves a similar quality as that using a ground truth value of optical properties (C1-S).

3.3. FMT reconstruction from experimental data

After the simulation, we further investigated the issue of introducing different optical properties in experimental datasets. Figure 7 displays all three planes of reconstructed fluorescence signal
Fig. 6. Images in the upper panel (a-c) show the profiles of the reconstructed fluorescence signal (simulated data) along x-, y-, and z-axes. Blue lines stand for the ground truth. The lower panel includes metrics (CNR, Dice similarity, and MSE) for quantitative evaluation of reconstruction performance in different cases (d-f). A detailed explanation of applied optical maps is displayed in Table 1.

at the cross position of (30, 30, 11) mm for each reconstruction case (C1-C5). Similarly, like in the case of simulation, C1-E using a 'ground truth' map of optical properties can achieve a resolved fluorescence distribution with correct depth information (Fig. 7(b)). In the previous simulation case, C2/C3/C4-S, the reconstruction using 'wrong' maps, can still resolve part of the fluorescence signal. However, in the experimental case, C2/C3/C4-E is not able to reconstruct the correct signal. C2-E can recover the point-like shape of the target and the correct lateral position (in the xy-plane), but it miscalculated the depth information (Fig. 7(c)). C3/C4-E completely fails to perform the reconstruction and generated obvious surface-weighted artifacts in xz- and yz-planes of Figs. 7(d) and 7(e). C5-E incorporating the NIROT-derived optical properties shows a better reconstruction result with the correct shape and position information compared with the ground truth (Fig. 7(f)).

Profile drawings along three axes and quantitative metrics, including CNR, Dice similarity, and MSE, are shown in Fig. 8. Only C1-E and C5-E localize the fluorescence correctly in all three axes (Figs. 8(a)–8(c)). Surprisingly, C5-E shows an even smaller value of full width half maximum (FWHM) in x-, and y-profiles compared with C1-E. As C2/C3/C4-E can not recover the signal, values of CNR and Dice similarity are not applicable (NA). Only C1-E and C5-E score CNR and Dice similarity. For the MSE, we also observe that C5-E outperforms the remainder, including C1-E. Nevertheless, the MSE values for C1-E, C2-E, and C5-E fall into the narrow range of [0.0065, 0.0075], which are very close to each other.

3.4. Volumetric rendering of fluorescence and optical properties

In order to obtain a full picture of both NIROT and FMT reconstructions, we have overlaid the fluorescence signal obtained from FMT and optical properties obtained from TD-NIROT for the experimental data (Fig. 9). All volumetric renderings of the isosurfaces were thresholded with a 60% intensity of the maximum value. In the end, our multimodal imaging method resulted in a 3D visualization with three different types of contrast, i.e., fluorescence, absorption, and scattering (Fig. 9(d)).
Fig. 7. The reconstructed fluorescence distributions from experimental data using different maps of optical properties (b-f) are compared with the ground truth (a). C1-E, C2/3/4-E, and C5-E show the reconstructed fluorescence signal from experimental data using calibrated, estimated, and NIROT-derived optical properties, respectively. A detailed explanation of applied optical maps is displayed in Table 1. Three planes are visualized at the cross position of (30, 30, 11) mm.

Fig. 8. Images in the upper panel (a-c) show the profiles of the reconstructed fluorescence signal (experimental data) along x-, y-, and z-axes. Blue lines stand for the ground truth. The lower panel includes metrics (CNR, Dice similarity, and MSE) for quantitative evaluation of reconstruction performance in different cases (d-f). A detailed explanation of applied optical maps is displayed in Table 1.
4. Discussion and conclusion

The new-generation SPAD technique not only increases the number of detector-source pairs but also brings valuable time-of-flight information of emitted photons, contributing to a better NIROT reconstruction with decoupled absorption and scattering coefficients when compared with CW method. Figure 4 shows a successful recovery of both optical properties, especially in the aspect of absolute values. The TD-NIROT measurement was followed by CW-FMT, which provides more flexibility during experiments and a high signal-to-noise ratio in raw measurement (the fluorescence signal is low and requires highly sensitive detection). Both simulation and phantom experiments have demonstrated that by plugging in the NIROT-derived optical properties, the FMT reconstruction results are significantly improved and have a comparable quality as the ones by employing calibrated optical properties (Fig. 5 and Fig. 7). As we mentioned in section 2.5, in the experimental part, the reconstruction (C5-E) using NIROT information even outperforms that using calibrated values (C1-E), in the metrics such as FWHM and MSE. There are several possible explanations: 1) the indicated ground truth of fluorescence setting may not reflect the real situation, considering that the amount of injected fluorescent dye and positions of inclusion is difficult to be controlled accurately. 2) the NIROT-derived values can be arguably more close to the phantom’s real map of optical properties than the calibration. The calibration procedure of the optical properties of material A and B contains instrumental errors. During FMT reconstruction, the space in the narrow tube was neglected as the FEM-formulation of DE is not applicable in non-diffuse conditions. Considering these factors, the blurred NIROT reconstruction may more accurately help predict the light propagation in the real phantom.

We also further validated the previously reported conclusion that assuming a wrong scattering map will lead to a more negative effect on the reconstruction accuracy when compared with assuming a wrong absorption map [14]. In the simulation case, C2-S using the calibrated scattering coefficient achieves higher values of CNR and Dice similarity than C3-S and C4-S that contains a wrong scattering map. The reconstructed signal in C2-S is more concentrated and centered at a depth of 8-9 mm below the top surface, while the signal in C3-S and C4-S appear more weakly dispersed (Figs. 5(c)–5(e)). In the experimental case, although all reconstruction result using wrong maps failed to recover the correct fluorescence, C2-E shows a concentrated point-like fluorescence target at a depth of 10 mm, which is obviously better than C3-E and C4-E.
with very noisy signal in the middle of the phantom (Figs. 7(c)–7(e)). The predicted target in C2-E is 1-2 mm more in-depth than the ground truth because the absorption map used in the reconstruction is twice higher than the real case.

The combination of FMT and TD-NIROT synergistically enables many advantages. The optical properties obtained from TD-NIROT can not only be used to guide FMT reconstruction as prior information, but also bring crucial functional information about the living tissue. The hemoglobin is the main oxygen transporter and by far the strongest absorbers of NIR light in the tissue. Thus, TD-NIROT enables quantitatively imaging of the hemoglobin concentration, tissue oxygen saturation, and the fractional blood volume. The oxygenation of tissue is a parameter of tremendous clinical importance in many fields, in particular in oncology. This intrinsic functional information from NIROT excellently complements the molecular information from the fluorescently labeled contrast agents via FMT. One drawback of NIROT is that it is difficult to detect small tumors at early stages [42]. Here, TD-NIROT profits from a combination with FMT, which is highly sensitive to capture low-concentration fluorescence signals specific to tumors if proper probes are selected. Hence the multimodal imaging combining FMT and NIROT is very attractive from many perspectives.

Our multimodal strategy is implemented by conducting FMT and NIROT in a sequential manner, which adds complexity to the operation. A genuinely hybrid TD NIROT-FMT system has to be developed in the future. The principle of both NIROT and FMT relies on diffuse optics. However, the primary contrast of interests and purpose of each modality are different, resulting in different optimization strategies for the device configuration. For instance, data in TD-NIROT containing time-of-flight information is required to decouple scattering and absorption for the whole object. Nevertheless, for FMT, CW measurement provides a high signal-to-noise ratio for low-concentration and sparse fluorescence signal in the living tissue. The camera selection is also different in our case. The currently used SPAD camera for TD-NIROT has an excellent temporal resolution of approximately 100 ps, but only contains 32 x 32 pixels and detection efficiency of about 30% in the near-infrared range. Whereas, a typical fluorescence camera used for non-contact FMT features over 500 x 500 pixels and detection efficiency of over 80%, which guarantees FMT’s high sensitivity and flexibility to choose different regions of interests [6]. The next step to implement a hybrid TD NIROT-FMT system is by adopting a dual-camera configuration in a switchable manner or by placing two cameras on opposite sides of the object. Although the detection efficiency of the SPAD camera used here is significantly lower than the CCD camera at near-infrared wavelengths, there are a few technological developments which could close this gap. For example, a microlens array can be manufactured on top of the sensor to focus light onto the pixel array [43], thus increasing the effective pixel fill-factor. Similarly, a next-generation sensor could be produced in a 3D IC technology with the SPAD array and processing electronics on separate dies [44]. This also has the effect of increasing the fill-factor of the sensor but also since the SPADs can now be backside-illuminated they are more sensitive to near-infrared wavelengths. Of course, such a hybrid system would profit from an ideal camera that simultaneously features time-of-flight capability, a large number of detection pixels, and high detection efficiency in the near-infrared wavelength.

In conclusion, we propose a multimodal imaging method combining TD-NIROT and CW-FMT, providing complementary functional and molecular information in the tissue. Both numerical simulation and experiments using a heterogeneous phantom indicate that the scattering and absorption parameters decoupled by TD-NIROT significantly improve the reconstruction quality of FMT via the metrics such as CNR, Dice similarity, and MSE. We also demonstrated that the correct assumption of the scattering coefficient plays a more important role than the absorption coefficient in FMT reconstruction. In the future, we expect more complicated phantom studies and in vivo imaging using mice to optimize the multimodal imaging and further push to its application in drug development and tumor diagnostics.
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